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C MODERNIZATION FROM ABO VEIN GERMANY
At the beginning of the eighteenth century the German-speaking peoples of Central
Europe were still divided into hundreds of medieval, particularist political units.
Germany then consisted of some 300 kingdoms or princely states pockmarked with
another 300 free cities and a thousand imperial knights. No wonder that the task of
creating a national state out of such a plethora of local authorities was greater and
later than in France or Britain. However, some of the more energetic German states,
notably Prussia, began to push hard toward consolidating neighboring territories into
larger and more centralized state systems. In this process, the middle classes found a
major outlet for careers as bureaucrats and civil servants in the service of the various
rulers. This function of preparing official personnel for the governmental bureaucracies
gave a characteristic professional role to higher education in many German states.
Along with their proclivities toward embracing science and technology, it gave the
German universities a head start toward modernity. The modernizing rulers also
quickly turned to organizing centralized systems of education clearly differentiated as
to class structure, with particular concern for practical studies, but still predominantly
religious in tone and only occasionally learner-oriented.
Early in the eighteenth century a stimulus to modernization came from the
religious enthusiasms of August Hermann Francke who had caught the humanitarian
desire to aid the unfortunate as well as the religious desire of Pietism to spread the
gospel. At Halle, Francke established a series of institutions that virtually ran the
gamut of a complete educational system: a free school for poor and orphan children; a
vernacular German school at the elementary level; a Latin gymnasium for fee-paying
students at the secondary level; a higher school (pddagogium) originally intended for
noble students but eventually something of a scientific academy; and, finally, a
teacher-training institution that prepared university students to teach in the elemen-
tary and Latin schools. In Francke *s Latin school the curriculum was much broader
than in the usual classical school, including not only religion and the ancient languages
but also mathematics, physics, botany, anatomy, history, geography, painting, and
music. In his padagogium the realistic studies found an even larger place; considerable
provision being made for the study of mechanics and work with glass, copper, and
wood, along with laboratory work in natural history and the physical sciences.
Francke gained the support and interest of King Frederick William I, who
established several hundred schools in Prussia on the model of his institutions and
issued school laws in 1713 and 1717 making it compulsory for all parents to send their
children to school. Tuition fees were to be paid for poor children by the communities.
In 1737 a general school code authorized government aid to build schoolhouses and
pay schoolmasters, almost a century before equivalent action in England.
National control in Prussia was pushed another step forward when Johann
Hecker, a Pietist clergyman and educator, joined forces with Frederick II, who had a
philanthropic concern for the poor and downtrodden but no democratic urge to give
them a voice in their own affairs. Saving their souls, making them better workers, and
shaping them into loyal subjects were the prime motives of Frederick, as indeed it wa'
of the other "enlightened" rulers of the eighteenth century. Hecker applied

